Beach Tomato Explores the Paradise Island of Aruba
The island of Aruba possesses all the aspects of a quintessential Caribbean paradise, with white sanded beaches, clear
blue waters and world-renowned sunsets.
LONDON, ENGLAND, April 18, 2013 /24-7PressRelease/ -- The island of Aruba possesses all the aspects of a
quintessential Caribbean paradise, with white sanded beaches, clear blue waters and world-renowned sunsets. Floating 17
miles north of the Venezuelan coast and forming part of the Netherlands Antilles, Aruba boasts a unique culture, blending
Dutch colonial influences with a laidback, cheerful Caribbean atmosphere, rightfully earning it the nickname of "one
happy island". Occupying almost a fifth of the island is the Arikok National Park, home to abandoned gold mines,
caves adorned with ancient Indian paintings and hiking trails to suit everybody, while the idyllic coastlines offer flawless
beaches and perfect diving and snorkelling conditions, with amazing marine life and shipwrecks to explore.
The travel guru's behind Beach Tomato can arrange a week-long custom itinerary combining quality seaside time for the
sworn sunbather and enough activity to keep enthusiastic explorers content, coming home every evening to the island's
most luxurious hotels and villas. A 7 night stay can be arranged with Black Tomato from GBP1,500pp departing from
London or $1,755pp flying from New York.
Beach Tomato is the online travel, fashion and lifestyle magazine from the people behind Black Tomato and their fashion
friends. Beach Tomato is a one-click destination for the lowdown on the very best of coastal culture. Here you'll find leading,
beautifully presented travel editorial on where to see and be seen, the best beach abodes and what to wear when you are
there.
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